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THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 21 
SPACE B 

 
9 - 10am _ Digital Visions  

WELCOMING WORDS AND OPENING KEYNOTE (FR) 
Laurent Simon (Mosaic)  

    
10 - 11:15am _ The State of the Art of VJing  

PANEL (FR) 
 

PARTICIPANTS: Jean-Sébastien Baillat (Baya) / Christian Pomerleau (Gridspace) / Olivier Sorrentino (Oli 
Sorenson) / Thien Vu Dang (Pillow) 
MODERATOR: Ma” Carassou-Maillan (Ma”) 

 

A Montréal-centric roundtable delving into the current scene that also aims to define the contemporary 
practice, art and technology of real-time visual performance. How has it evolved and matured and what’s next?  
 

11:15 - 11:30am _ BREAK  
 

11:30am - 1pm _ Montréal VJ Showcase 
SHOWCASE (FR/EN) 
 

PARTICIPANTS: Jean-Sébastien Baillat (Baya) / Caroline Blais (Chocobeets) / Ma” Carassou-Maillan (Ma”) 
/ Sabrina Ratté / Ehsan Rezaie (Ewerx) / Patrick Trudeau (Diagraf) 

 

A series of short demonstrations illustrating the myriad technical methods and artistic styles of several 
accomplished local VJs. 
 

1 - 2:30pm _ LUNCH BREAK 
   

2:30 - 4pm _ A/V Creation: Developing a Multi-Sensorial Oeuvre 
PANEL (FR) 
 

PARTICIPANTS: Manuel Chantre (artist) / Sabrina Ratté (artist) / Dominique T. Skoltz (artist) / Alain 
Thibault (artist / Elektra / BIAN) 
MODERATOR: Cheryl Sim (DHC/ART) 

 

Creating original audiovisual works for performative or installation environments represents a specialized new 
form of multi-sensorial practice. This panel explores the development of oeuvres that constantly adapt to 
changing technology, that challenge perception and continuously redefine both audio and visual language and 
their interaction. 
 

4 - 4:30pm _ BREAK 
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4:30 - 6pm _ Staging Spectacle: New Scenography, New Experiences  
PANEL (FR) 
 

PARTICIPANTS: Dominic Audet (Moment Factory) / Daniel Iregui (Iregular) / Vincent Leclerc (Eski) / 
Martin Labrecque (Lighting Designer)  
MODERATOR: Roger Parent (realisations.net)  

 

Building the physical environments in which the essence of a performance is expressed has taken on new 
dimensions and is inspiring new collective experiences. This panel explores the ingenuity and the challenges 
involved in creating novel scenography. What does it mean to construct immersive and experiential contexts? 
How has digitally enhanced performance space evolved and where is it going?  
 

6 - 8pm _ Opening Cocktail // MUTEK_HUB Launch 
 

As part of Thursday’s opening cocktail, MUTEK will launch a new component of its website: MUTEK_HUB 
features a complete redesign of the pages for every Canadian artist that has ever played the festival in its 14 
year history. Intended as a comprehensive and essential database for contemporary Canadian electronic and 
digital artists, curated by the festival, the HUB pages now boast a full arsenal of embedded media, and 
marketplace functions including direct connections to vendors. 
 

SPACE A 
 

8:30pm - 1am _ EXTRA_VISIONS 1 
 

The kickoff concert cascades from themes and content explored earlier in the day. Interspersed with screen 
work presentations, the evening explores performative manifestations of image and sound. 
 

Dominique T. Skoltz (CA) : y2o - Projection Yan Breuleux (CA) : Tempêtes - Composition A/V 
Clinker (CA) : Peregrination - Performance A/V Le Révélateur (CA) - Performance A/V 
Robin Dupuis (CA) : Lixiviat - Projection Maxime Corbeil-Perron (CA) : GHOSTLY - Projection 
Manuel Chantre (CA) : Blur rouge - Performance A/V Sean Caruso (CA) : Bardos - Performance A/V 
 

 
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 22 

SPACE B 

 
9am - 1pm _ Mapping all Over with Moment Factory  

PRESENTATION (FR) 
 

PARTICIPANTS: Nelson De Robles, Quentin Bleton, Philippe Dubost 
 

This presentation provides insight into the creative operations of one of Montréal’s most successful new 
media studios. Moment Factory reveal their interactive and 3D mapping tools and techniques including a 
survey of recent projects, like their mapping of Sagrada Familia in Barcelona.  
 

1 - 2pm _ LUNCH BREAK 
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2 - 4pm _ The Virtual Producer: Exploring the Creative Potential of Human-Computer Interfaces 
(HCI) and Real-Time Technologies with Autodesk  
PRESENTATION (EN) 
 

PARTICIPANTS: Christopher Young, Joel Pennington, Yang-Hai Eakes 
 

New digital technologies provide filmmakers and their production teams with real-time, 3D, interactive 
environments and breakthrough workflows, transforming the way they plan and create movies. 
Representatives from award winning Montréal media company Autodesk, reveal how actors work with real-
time CGI to create realistic performances, and demonstrate how everything from motion sensors, markerless 
tracking, videogrammetry and robotics are used to interact with computer generated imagery for film, games, 
television production and artistic experiments. 
 

4 - 4:15pm _ BREAK 
 

4:15 – 4:45pm _ Information Aesthetics with Siete Media  
PRESENTATION (EN) 

Roberto Lopez 
 

Based in Mexico City, Siete Media unites design and new media to create meaningful experiences in commercial 
terms and contexts, but also through the transmitting of cultural content in both public and private spaces. 
Founder Roberto Lopez, will detail examples of the company’s work with brands, museums and architects.  
 

4:45 - 5pm _ BREAK 
 

5 – 5:30pm _ The Making of Generate 
PRESENTATION (EN) 

Malcolm Levy (Hybridity / New Forms Festival) 
 

Generate is an interactive mobile app that combines, blends and edits images or video using an array of filters, 
a slider, and audio reactive functionalities. Generate allows you to create original artistic content to share 
with your social network. The goal is to have both a free version for people to use on their smart phones, as 
well as a pro version, specifically for the production of live audiovisual sets. Generate is currently in the beta 
phase, and will be launching early in 2014. 
 

SPACE D 
 

 2 - 2:30pm _ Between Polyphony and Common Ground: Questions for Urban Media and Public Art  
PRESENTATION (FR) 
 

Jean Dubois (Hexagram - UQAM) presents the results of a recent HEXA_IN workshop, considering, in critical 
and innovative ways, the practice of public art in an era of urban digital media. The documentation of this 
negotiation process, which involved local and international new media art experts, will be made accessible on-
site at the Phi Centre and will also be launched online.  
 

2:30 - 3:45pm _ Urban Interventions: The City as New Media Playground  
PANEL (FR) 
 

PARTICIPANTS: Mouna Andraos (Daily tous les jours) / Pascal Lefebvre (Quartier des spectacles) / Claude 
Fortin (Simon Fraser University) / Patrick Harrop (University of Manitoba) 
MODERATOR: Jean Dubois (Hexagram - UQAM) 

 

Inspired by Jean Dubois’ research questions, this panel explores the particularities of Montréal as a 
playground for new media art, encompassing digital facades, screens, projections, and mobile devices. How can 
digital artists create a meaningful layer on the urban canvas? How do these sometimes temporal interventions 
transform or activate space and the public?   
 

3:45 - 4pm _ BREAK 
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4 - 4:30pm _ The Joy of Collaboration: How to Create Playful Urban Interactions  
PRESENTATION (FR/EN) 
 

PARTICIPANTS: Louise Guay and Claude Faribault (Montréal Living Lab) / Sheng-Ying (Aithne) Pao (MIT 
Media Lab)  

 

Montréal‘s Living Lab, an interdisciplinary centre for co-creation and open innovation, explores urban mobility, 
participatory urbanism and collaborative economy. Aiming to establish a practice of ‘urban intelligence’ that 
spans the fields of art, technology and citizenship, the Lab will present the work of Sheng-Ying (Aithne) Pao 
from MIT Media Lab in Cambridge, which combines artistic playfulness, the latest technologies and a deep 
concern for social collaboration. 
 

4:30 - 6pm _ Montréal as Living Lab for Participatory Citizenship 
OPEN FORUM (FR) 
 

PARTICIPANTS: Owen Chapman (Concordia Mobile Media Lab) / Xavier Kronström Richard (Radio-Canada 
Lab) / Diane Mercier (Portail données ouvertes de Montréal) 
MODERATOR: Louise Guay (Living Lab de Montréal) 

 

Louise Guay from Montréal’s Living Lab animates this open forum on the question of digital creativity and 
participatory citizenship. How can new technological solutions (e.g. mobile applications), combined with new 
societal mindsets (e.g. open data), lead to civic participation and engagement? What role could artists play in 
this process? Combining interventions from Radio-Canada Lab, Montréal’s Open Data Portal and Concordia 
University’s Mobile Media Lab, the forum will take the form of an open discussion with the audience. 
 

6 - 8pm _ Networking Cocktail with Hexagram 
 

Friday’s networking cocktail encourages everyone interested in digital arts, urban creativity and new 
technologies to mingle and meet. Hexagram, the Concordia and UQAM centre for research-creation in media 
arts and technologies will be on site to present the HEXA_IN project discussed earlier in the day, featuring an 
audio and video digest of their research process, including footage of a lecture by Krzysztof Wodiczko. 
 

SPACE A 
 

9pm - 1am _ EXTRA_VISIONS 2 
 

EXTRA_VISIONS 2 emphasizes a specially designed environment by Baillat Cardell & fils and APM300, in which 
their versatile scenography converges with a variety of live audiovisual articulations, from Oli Sorenson, TiND / 
Pulses and Pheek / Diagraf, invoking immersive and expansive sensations. Closing out the bill is Brooklyn post-
noise house producer, Ital, whose heady blending of groove and. 
 

Oli Sorenson (CA) : Aliases - Performance A/V    Ital (US) - Live set 
TiND / Pulses (CA) : Subversion - Performance A/V  Baillat Cardell & fils / APM300 (CA) - VJ set 
Pheek / Diagraf (CA) : Climat - Performance A/V  
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SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 23 
SPACE B 

 
3:30 - 4pm _ A History of Video Projection in Montréal from 1980 to Now  

PRESENTATION (FR)  
Jimmy Lakatos (artificiel) 

 

From theatre productions and raves to large-scale outdoor events, Montréal’s creative scene has spearheaded 
the use of projection in making spectacle. Jimmy Lakatos will describe how the increasing affordability and 
democratization of technical equipment has changed local projection practices – from analog to digital – since 
the 1980s. 
 
 

4:00 - 4:45pm _ Interactive Video-Scenography and the Case of Michael Jackson ONE   
CASE STUDY (FR) 

Jimmy Lakatos (artificiel), Eric Plante (VYV) 
 

Following his introduction of historical video projection practices, Jimmy Lakatos, and a representative of 
Montréal company VYV, will illustrate the current state of the art, taking Las Vegas showcase Michael Jackson 
ONE, as their example. As the Cirque du Soleil’s biggest video set-up to date, MJ ONE features a wide range of 
the latest tools and technologies in interactive and immersive stage design. 
 

4:45 - 5pm _ BREAK 
 

5 - 6pm _ Artist talk with Frank Bretschneider  
PRESENTATION (EN) 
 

One of the founding members of the influential Raster-Noton label and collective, Bretschneider discusses his 
synchronous and generative approach to audiovisual creation and performance. 
 

SPACE D 
 

3 - 3:30pm _ The Next Narrative(s): Data Visualization after the Dashboard  
PRESENTATION (EN) 

Greg J. Smith (HOLO Magazine / CreativeApplications.net)  
 

Editor and educator, Greg J. Smith surveys recent projects that reveal the narrative and perception altering 
possibilities of data visualization.  
 

3:30 - 3:45pm _ BREAK 
  
3:45 - 5pm _ New Narrative Terrain: Interactivity, Augmented Realities and Affect   

PANEL (FR)  
 

PARTICIPANTS: Cédric Chabuel (Ouananiche) / Pierre-Mathieu Fortin (Radio-Canada) / Anne Lagüe (Mes 
États*nordiques) / yako (Jean-Christophe Yacono - decod.ca)  
MODERATOR: Prune Lieutier (2h60 / UQAM) 

 

New media storytelling uses non linear, interactive techniques and augmented realities to create new forms of 
narrative experience. What emerging critical language is developing around web documentaries, data-
journalism, enhanced literary applications and gaming? In what ways do these forms invoke complex feeling, 
generate emotional impact or encourage social or collaborative action?  
 

5 - 5:15pm _ BREAK 
 

5:15 - 6pm _ Contagious: Implicating the Audience in New Media Performance  
CASE STUDY (FR)  

Vincent Leclerc (Eski) 
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Touting crowd activation as one of the pillars of their company’s expertise, Eski co-founder Vincent Leclerc, 
will reveal the various conceptual and technological processes behind their design of collective experiences. 
 

6 - 6:30pm _ Closing Words - Montréal: A Constellation of Digital Imagination 
(FR) 

Pascal Beauchesne (Printemps Numérique) / Alain Thibault (Elektra / BIAN) / Alain Mongeau (MUTEK) 
 

Representatives of MUTEK, Elektra and Printemps Numérique reveal upcoming plans for 2014, including 
milestone anniversaries, the second edition of the International Digital Arts Biennial (BIAN) and several 
intriguing future projects. 
 

6:30 - 8pm _ Closing Cocktail  
 

Saturday’s final cocktail offers an opportunity to reflect on three days of intensive discussion, intersect with 
participants and artists, and exchange new inspirations.  
 

9pm - 2am _ EXTRA_VISIONS 3 
 

The final performance extravaganza of MUTEK_IMG, a co-presentation with Elektra, revolves around the 
accomplished and pioneering digital art and music of Frank Bretschneider, and his latest work, SUPER.TRIGGER. 
Nokami and Trommer’s Greyfield/Wavefield, which debuted at MUTEK last year, with its aestheticized data 
visualizations, and Mateo Murphy and Ewerx’s live A/V piece, Dust, will round out the evening.  
 

Nokami / Trommer (CA) Greyfield/Wavefield - Performance A/V 
Frank Bretschneider (DE) : SUPER.TRIGGER - Performance A/V 
Mateo Murphy / Ewerx (CA) : Dust - Performance A/V 
 

 


